Many critics of the Java language have pointed performance deficiencies as a barrier to acceptable support of Collaborative Multimedia Systems. This paper presents four MCRLab products, fully written in Java that support collaboration amongst a group of users, and successfully demonstrate that Java collaboration frameworks are not only possible but also can perform at acceptable levels of quality, if designed correctly.
Multimedia Systems have long been used for Collaboration. In order lo make a better use of the web for collaboration amongst a group of individuals, such systems had to be implemented for various platforms. Java shows a great potential in that respect as it provides a Compile Once-Run Everywhere architecture. A comprehensive number of OSes nowadays supports Java, which allows one in any of those systems to benefit from Java compliant code.
We have developed, at the Multimedia Communications Research Laboratory at the University of Ottawa, a comprehensive set of Java and PersonalJava compliant Mullimedia Systems which aim at Collaboration amongst a group of users. Such prototypes are presented in the next
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jSTREAMWG
jstreaming is a video decoder, of standard ITU-T F1.263 video streams, fully written in Java. Penn&ion m make digital or hard copies of all or par! of this work for personal or classroam use is granted without fee provided that copies arc not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on rbe first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, fo posf on servers or to redistribute lo lists, requires prior specific permission antior a fee. 3 JETS JETS (&a Enabled Telecollaboration System) is a client-server system that permits sharing of Java applets. Since JETS uses the c&e Java packages, us&don't need to install any additional Java classes on their system. This allows any user to access JETS and share apple% wifh a Java-enabled browser. video (through jStreaming), slides and 3D objects as well as providing chatting facilities, media streaming and session recording in SMIL format.
A oser can annotate in the whiteboard at anytime and all actions taken by a user are reflected to every other user. JETS also implements a management system, which allows one user to act as a moderator of the collaborative session. Such moderator can grant/deny access to the various features for each participant. A participant can always request access to the whiteboard, which is granted upon approval of the moderator.
JASMINE
JASMINE (&wa Application Sharing in Multi-user lNteractive &wironments) is a system which allows a group of users to share almost any Java applet or application available on the Internet. The idea is that any applet which has not been designed to be used collaboratively, can be used that way through JASMINE. Figure 3 illustrates the overall concept, where the JASMINE framework wraps around an applet that is to be shared. The framework listens to all events occurring in the graphical user interface of the applet and transmits these events to all other participants in order to be reconstructed there. The framework captures both Java AWT-based and Swing-based events. After capturing the event, it is sent to the communication module where the event is sent to all other participants in the session. 
JASBER
JASBER (JAva Shared DrowsER) aIIo\vs a group of users to share their Netscape browser. That is, any change in the HTML content of a given shared browser will be reflected on all other shared browsers.
JASBER is a client applet that communicates with a JETS server. The user can open a shared browser, by clicking on the appropriated button (See Figure 5 , which shows JASBER's Interface). Any change made in the HTML content of that browser (i.e. changing the URL) will result in an update in the HTML content of the other shared browsers that are communicating with the server. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a number of Java based Multimedia Collaboration Tools. Such tools are built using the functionality of each other. jStreaming stands by itself and allows streaming of l-l.263 video among Java enabled peers. JETS allows a group of users to collaborate in a sbared whiteboard, where various media are shared, including H.263 streams via jStreaming. JASMINE goes one step further and allows a group of users to share pretty much any Java Applet or application, including those designed without collaboration in mind. Finally, JASBER allows a group of users to share a web browsing session so that everyone can see the same content as everyone else. JASMINE and JASBER make use of a JETS server for consistency. jstreaming and JETS have been certified in Sun's 100% Pure JavaTM program as well as Novell's "Yes" logo program. A former version of jStreaming has won third prize in the ACM/IBM Quest for Java'97. A former version of JETS has won First Prize in the ACM/IBM Quest for Java'98. jStreaming and JETS have been licensed to several companies in three countries so far. jStreaming has also led to the 2001 OCR1 Futures Award Student Entrepreneur of the Year Award for J.C. de Oliveira.
